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Remote access of scientific instruments over the Internet (i.e., remote instrumentation) demand high-resolution (2D and 3D)
video image transfers with simultaneous real-time mouse and keyboard controls. Consequently, user quality of experience
(QoE) is highly sensitive to network bottlenecks. Further, improper user control while reacting to impaired video caused due to
network bottlenecks could result in physical damages to the expensive instrument equipment. Hence, it is vital to understand
the interplay between (a) user keyboard/mouse actions toward the instrument, and (b) corresponding network reactions for
transfer of instrument video images toward the user. In this paper, we first present an analytical model for characterizing user
and network interplay during remote instrumentation sessions in terms of demand and supply interplay principles of traditional
economics. Next, we describe the trends of the model parameters using subjective and objective measurements obtained from QoE
experiments. Thereafter, we describe our Remote Instrumentation Collaboration Environment (RICE) software that leverages
our experiences from the user and network interplay studies, and has functionalities that facilitate reliable and eﬃcient remote
instrumentation such as (a) network health awareness to detect network bottleneck periods, and (b) collaboration tools for
multiple participants to interact during research and training sessions.
Copyright © 2008 Prasad Calyam et al. This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Increased access to high-speed networks has made remote
access of computer-controlled scientific instruments such as
microscopes, spectrometers, and telescopes widely-feasible
over the Internet. Some of these instruments are extremely
expensive and could be worth several hundred-thousand
dollars. Hence, a major benefit of remote instrumentation
is that it allows remote users to utilize these instruments
when they are not in use by local users. In addition, routine
maintenance and operation of the instruments require
significant investment in staﬃng. Thus, instrument labs can
charge remote access on an hourly usage basis to obtain
a better return-on-investment on the instruments. Further,
remote instrumentation avoids duplication of investment in
instrument labs for funding agencies. In fact, the National
Science Foundation is mandating remote instrumentation to
be available with all their funded instruments [1]. Besides
the above advantages, remote instrumentation fosters education and hands-on training of instruments as well as

collaboration for remote users. The collaboration enables
multiple remote researchers, each with unique expertise, to
jointly analyze samples such as metals, proteins, and tissues.
All of the above advantages, especially for training and
collaboration, drastically shorten the development process
involved in innovations related to materials modeling,
biological specimens’ analysis for cancer research, and so
forth. At the same time, they improve user convenience and
significantly reduce research and training costs.
Although there are several advantages, remote instrumentation is demanding in terms of network resource consumption. This is because remote instrumentation sessions
involve high-resolution (2D and 3D) video image transfers
with simultaneous real-time mouse and keyboard controls.
If appropriate network bandwidth is not allocated, network
congestion occurs that can impact user quality of experience
(QoE). In addition, user QoE is aﬀected by network fault
events such as optical fiber cuts, route asymmetry, and route
flapping that degrade network performance. The user QoE
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aﬀected by such network bottlenecks is measured by obtaining subjective opinions of user satisfaction after completion
of a remote instrumentation session. The network bottleneck
could cause impaired video images at the user, which in
turn could lead to improper user control of the microscope’s
mechanical moving parts. Such improper user control may
ultimately result in physical equipment damages that are
prohibitively expensive to fix. Hence, it is vital to understand
the interplay between (a) the user keyboard/mouse actions
toward the instrument, and (b) the corresponding network
reactions for transport of instrument video images toward
the user, for reliably supporting remote instrumentation.
Assuming that a sample has been shipped to an instrument lab and has been loaded into an instrument, there
are two basic use-cases of remote instrumentation. The
first use-case is called remote observation, where a remote
user or multiple remote users only view real-time (2D and
3D) instrument video images. The remote user(s) direct an
operator physically present at the instrument to perform all
the control actions over a telephone or VoIP call. The second
use-case is called remote operation, where a remote user or
multiple remote users view the instrument video images and
also control the instrument in real-time. The first use-case
is preferred in cases where the remote users are not familiar
with the instrument functionalities. It is also preferred if
the intermediate network path between the user and the
instruments has bottlenecks. The second use-case is preferred for both local and remote users in cases where human
presence around the sample could cause undesirable eﬀects.
For example in microscopy involving electron microscopes,
human presence increases ambient temperature, which alters
properties of materials being analyzed at subangstrom levels
on the microscope. Nevertheless, both use-cases require
collaboration tools that support voice communications (i.e.,
VoIP) and instant messaging (i.e., chat) for communicating
eﬃciently during remote instrumentation sessions. For the
multiuser case, collaboration tools are required to (i) show
who is controlling/viewing the session (i.e., presence) and (ii)
manage control privilege amongst the users (i.e., control-lock
passing) such that at any given instant, only one user controls
the instrument.
There are two major parts to this paper. In the first
part, we study the complex interplay characteristics between
the user and the network during remote instrumentation
sessions. As an exemplar for the interplay characterization,
we focus on the remote access of electron microscopes (i.e.,
remote microscopy). However, our work is equally relevant
for other computer-controlled scientific instruments. We
first present an analytical model for characterizing user
and network interplay during remote microscopy sessions
in terms of demand and supply interplay principles of economics, respectively. The various remote microscopy system
states aﬀected by transient network conditions are also modeled. To obtain the trends of the session model parameters,
we set up a remote microscopy testbed in cooperation
with The Ohio State University’s Center for Accelerated
Maturation of Materials (CAMM). On this testbed, we use
a novel methodology to perform QoE experiments involving
actual novice/expert users for a variety of network conditions
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in LAN/WAN connections. We also present the analysis of
the subjective and objective measurements obtained from
the experiments. Our analysis provides insights about how
network health impacts user behavior and ultimately user
QoE.
In the second part, we describe our Remote Instrumentation Collaboration Environment (RICE) software that
leverages our user and network interplay study findings to
(a) cope with network bottlenecks, and (b) cater to the
multiuser requirements of remote observation and remote
operation. In this context, we describe the RICE software
functionalities that improve reliability and eﬃciency of
multiuser remote instrumentation sessions that traditionally
relied upon oﬀ-the-shelf virtual network computing (VNC)
solutions [2]. The functionalities to improve reliability
include real-time network health monitoring coupled with
network performance anomaly detection using a “plateaudetector algorithm.” This algorithm warns and blocks user’s
control actions during network congestion periods. We also
describe our “session-signaling protocol” used in the RICE
tools that improve eﬃciency of multiuser collaboration.
The collaboration tools include VoIP, chat, presence, and
control-lock passing that are absent in oﬀ-the-shelf VNC
solutions. Finally, we present potential applications of RICE
for research and training purposes that require multiuser
remote instrumentation capabilities.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 presents the
analytical model for user and network interplay characterization. Section 4 describes the remote microscopy testbed
and results of the QoE experiments performed on the
testbed. Section 5 describes the RICE software features and
its applications for research and training. Section 6 concludes
the paper.
2.

RELATED WORK

There are several eﬀorts in the United States that are aimed
at serving the remote instrumentation needs of researchers
and students. Gemini Observatory [3] is an initiative that
uses Internet2 to allow remote users to manipulate their
twin telescopes. NanoManipulator [4] is another initiative
that uses Internet2 to allow remote control and visualization
of images from their scanning probe microscopes. Similar
remote instrumentation eﬀorts are being supported in other
countries also. A notable eﬀort is being led by the National
Institute of Materials Science in Japan, where remote instrumentation is being made available to the public and high
school education programs [5]. As a part of this eﬀort,
remote observation of insects, plants, IC devices, and metals
that have been preloaded in a remote-site’s scanning electron
microscope is being enabled at the National Museum of
Emerging Science and Innovation in Tokyo.
One of the early works that developed novel applications
for remote operation were done at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology [6]. They developed a custom software
for remote control of a Zeiss microscope using a graphical
interface running on a workstation computer. The software
also allowed several remote users to simultaneously view
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the microscope in a conference inspection mode, enabling
collaboration amongst remote users. Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory also has developed a custom software
application to control their Kratos 1500 keV microscope
during in situ experiments [7]. The controls include adjusting external stimuli, adjustment of specimen position and
orientation, and manipulation of microscope controls such
as illumination, magnification, and focus. To cope with
network bottlenecks, they developed schemes to locally automate stage control and microscope focus. Their application
has been tested on the Internet along several paths including
paths to Berkeley from Washington D.C. and Kansas City.
Several other studies have also evaluated performance of
remote instrumentation using custom software over the
Internet. For example, Research Center for Ultra High
Voltage Electron Microscopy (UHVEM) at Osaka University
collaborated with National Center for Microscopy and
Imaging Research (NCMIR) at University of California San
Diego to conduct remote instrumentation experiments on
their 3-million volt transmission electron microscope over
intercontinental links [8]. The custom software developed
by NCMIR has evolved over the years to keep up with the
developments of networks, operating systems, and application development tools. The latest variants of their software
feature platform-independent Java-based applications for
remote instrumentation of several diﬀerent instruments.
These applications have also been integrated into webservices and middleware frameworks [9] that couple remote
instrumentation with data and computation services.
Recently, several oﬀ-the-shelf remote access solutions
have emerged that are either software-based or hardwarebased. The most commonly used solution is the softwarebased virtual network computing (VNC) solution [2] that
has several variants such as UltraVNC [10] and RealVNC
[11]. It requires preinstalled software at both the instrument
and user ends. Alternately, there are hardware-based VNC
solutions that are also referred to as Keyboard, Video and
Mouse over IP (KVMoIP) solutions developed by vendors
such as ThinkLogical [12] and Avocent [13]. These solutions
use custom hardware and require a pair of encoder and
decoder appliances to be installed at the instrument and
user ends. Recently, hybrid VNC solutions have also been
developed by vendors such as Adder [14] that requires a
hardware appliance at the instrument end, and a software
client at the user end. Several instrument labs use such
oﬀ-the-shelf solutions. For example, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory uses oﬀ-the-shelf VNC solutions for remote
control of their High Flux isotope Reactor [15]. Similarly, the
California State Polytechnic University also uses oﬀ-the-shelf
VNC solutions in their Ocean Engineering Program [16].
VNC solutions use raw or copy-rectangle or JPEG/MPEG
encoding for video image transfers and TCP for keyboard
and mouse control traﬃc. For sending the video image
transfers, VNC uses a Remote Frame Buﬀer (RFB) protocol
that supports various pixel formats such as ZRLE, Zlib,
Raw, and Hextile. The pixel updates using the RFB protocol
are demand-driven because pixel updates are sent (a) to
respond to an explicit TCP-based request from a client, and
(b) to update the client’s display when there are changes
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at the server’s display. The compression latency of VNC is
dependent on factors such as the network health, as well
as the client/server CPU speed, other-application task loads,
and video card capabilities.
Given the free availability of software-based VNC solutions, QoE evaluations for these solutions can be extensively
found in the remote instrumentation literature. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there is no literature on systematic
QoE evaluations for KVMoIP-based remote instrumentation. The QoE evaluation results presented in Section 4 of
this paper focus on the KVMoIP VNC solution on both
LAN and WAN paths. We also believe that our work is the
first to present an analytical model and characterize user
and network interplay in remote instrumentation sessions.
Our RICE software presented in Section 5 is based on the
UltraVNC solution but has several enhancements targeted
for network-aware and collaborative remote instrumentation
sessions. Our work in this paper is part of The Ohio State
University’s CAMM VIM program [17]. This program uses
Ohio Supercomputer Center’s (OSC) regional network (i.e.,
OSCnet) to allow remote industry such as Timken and
defense labs such as AFRL to access their collection of
the world’s most powerful scanning/transmission electron
microscopes.
3.

REMOTE MICROSCOPY SESSION MODEL

In this section, we first describe the parameters involved in
a typical remote microscopy session. Next, we model their
interactions in diﬀerent system states borrowing the supply
and demand terminology from economics.
3.1.

System description

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show a basic remote microscopy system
and its closed-loop control system representation with the
diﬀerent session parameters, respectively. The remote user
physically controls the functions of the microscope by interacting with a graphical user interface (GUI) application using
keystrokes and mouse moves/clicks via VNC or KVMoIP
(console). Examples of microscope functions include adjusting stage position, lens focus, and magnification levels. The
GUI application actually resides on a computer directly
connected to the microscope’s video output and control
input ports. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show two distinct video
activity levels (i.e., temporal and spatial characteristics in
the GUI application images sent from the microscope to the
remote user). We can notice that the images contain live
video feeds of instrument cameras with high video activity
levels, or text and graphs with low video activity levels.
Let baction be the average bit rate of the TCP control traﬃc
that is generated due to keystrokes and mouse moves/clicks
at the user end to accomplish a particular microscope
function. The user-activity input to the system during a
session involving n microscope functions can be denoted by
buser-activity given in
buser-activity =

n





bith action .

i=1

(1)
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Figure 1: Basic remote microscopy system.
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Figure 2: Comparison of video activity levels in instrument image transfers.

For such an input, the average video image transfer rate
(i.e., RTP media traﬃc output at the microscope end (bout ))
can be denoted as follows:
f





bout = ψnet G bin + bseed ,

(2)

f

where ψnet is the network connection quality between
the user and the microscope. The network connection
quality refers to the end-to-end throughput that is aﬀected
by network congestion and network fault events. The G
corresponds to the input-output scaling factor which is
unique for a microscope function. The bseed corresponds to
the rate at which periodic intracoded frames (I-frames) are
sent from the encoder (at the microscope) to the decoder
(at the user) for quick image refresh upon recovery from
network partition events during a session.
Although bout is sent from the microscope, there are
two network factors that could degrade the average video

). The first factor
image transfer rate at the user end (bout
is the network connection quality of the reverse path (i.e.,
r )). The second
between the microscope and the user (ψnet
factor is the available bandwidth in the intermediate network
path. As shown in the following equation, if adequate

will be equal to
available bandwidth is provisioned, bout

bout ; otherwise, bout is limited to bnet , which refers to the
bottleneck hop bandwidth:
bnet = min bith hop ,
i=1..hops






bout
= min bsnd , bnet .

(3)


The degradation of bout
manifests to users as video
signal impairments such as frame freezing, blurriness, and

feedback
tiling [18]. Based on the positive or negative bout
received at the user end from the microscope, the subsequent

user behavior determines the session state. We refer to this
system-state control parameter that is dependent on the user
behavior as H. Details of how H parameter impacts the
diﬀerent system states are described in Section 3.2. We can
thus express bin as follows:

bin = buser-activity − Hbout
.

(4)

Using substitutions in (1)–(4), we can derive the closedloop transfer function in the classical form as shown in
the following equation; this function fully describes the
order, type, and frequency response for a remote microscopy
system:
f


bout

buser-activity

=

r
Gψnet ψnet
f

r
1 ± Gψnet ψnet
H

.

(5)

Ultimately at the end of a session, the overall user QoE
(qmos ) will depend on both the eﬀort a user had to expend to
perform n actions (i.e., buser-activity ) and the perceivable video

during those actions). Hence, qmos
image quality (i.e., bout
can be expressed as follows:


qmos = f buser-activity , bout
.





Demand

 

(6)

Supply

From (6), we can make an analogous comparison of

to the “demand” and “supply” terbuser-activity and bout
minology used in economics, respectively. In traditional
economics, an increase in demand levels for a commodity
causes an increase in supply levels of the commodity. This
in turn increases the demand, as the increased supply in
large numbers generally drives down the overall commodity
price. As long as both the demand and supply increase
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Figure 3: Remote microscopy system state transitions.

hand-in-hand by deriving reinforcement from each other,
the economy (analogous to qmos ) is considered to be in a
productive state. However, this is not always the case in
the demand and supply reinforcement eﬀect seen in remote
microscopy with respect to qmos . The overall network health
in both the forward and reverse paths (ψnet ) adds complexity
in the relationship of the demand and supply variables as
elaborated in the next subsection, which severely aﬀects the
qmos .
As a note, the above remote microscopy session model
can be applied for both remote observation as well as
remote operation use-cases. Recall that the remote operation
use-case employs inband TCP control traﬃc toward the
microscope, whereas remote observation use-case employs
an out-of-band voice channel (e.g., a telephone) for directing
control messages to a local user at the microscope. If we
assume that a reliable voice channel exists between the two
users and that the local user is responsive enough that the
remote user does not perceive annoying control delays, the
model is identical for both the use-cases.
3.2. System states
We now explain the interactions of the remote microscopy
session parameters due to user behavior that aﬀect the H
parameter. The changes in the H parameter influence the ±
sign (positive or negative feedback) of the denominator in
(5) which in turn causes the diﬀerent system state transitions
shown in Figure 3. Initially, the system is in the “Idle” state
when the user is inactive with a probability pidle and the
microscope GUI application is operational. In the Idle state,
the demand is zero and the supply equals bseed as shown
in Figure 4. The remote microscopy session begins upon
user-activity, and the demand and supply steadily increase.
Assuming ideal ψnet conditions at a given time t, the system
attains a “Stable” state where the demand and supply are
below the system’s optimum performance threshold point
(s0 , d0 ). In this state, the user is successfully controlling the
microscope functions and is being productive. We can now
say that H is causing negative feedback in the system. At

s0
Supply

Non-ideal ψnet

∞

Recovery point

Unstable

s0

Stable

Threshold point

Idle point
bseed
d0

0

d0
Demand

Figure 4: Remote microscopy system performance at diﬀerent
supply and demand conditions.

random times in this state, it is possible that a user will
still be in session but idle in terms of control, presumably
due to a thought process driven by a visual inspection of
a sample’s area of interest. Such an inactive user behavior
brings the system back to its Idle state where the system is
still productive. During such user inactivity times under ideal
ψnet conditions, we refer to pidle as pthink as follows:
pidle (t) =

pthink , if ideal ψnet (t),
pabort , if nonideal ψnet (t).

(7)

If the ψnet were to change to nonideal conditions due
to network bottlenecks caused by network congestion and
network fault events, the system would enter an “Unstable”
state. Here, the demand and supply rapidly increase beyond
the system’s optimum performance threshold point. This is
because the user in this system state experiences QoE degradation eﬀects (e.g., frame freeze) that force him to misjudge
his control actions that result in unwanted supply. This is
subsequently followed by a retry of the previous actions
before the unwanted supply transfer completes, which
further increases the demand and the QoE degradation
eﬀects and so on. Soon, the system becomes nonresponsive
to the increasing demand, and is pressured into handling
large volume of unwanted supply that is introduced from the
microscope end. It is important to note that although the
demand and supply rapidly increase hand-in-hand beyond
the threshold point, the system is nonproductive. We can
now say that H is causing positive feedback in the system.
If the user persists in his retry demand behavior, the system
soon advances to a “Breakdown” state where the demand
and supply tend to ∞. However, if the user aborts any
actions and becomes idle at a recovery point (s0 , d0 ), the
system transitions into a “Recovery” state. During such user
inactivity times under nonideal ψnet conditions, we refer
to p pidle as pabort as shown in (7). During the Recovery
state, the demand and supply gradually tend toward the
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4.

REMOTE MICROSCOPY TESTBED EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first describe the remote microscopy
testbed used to obtain trends of the diﬀerent session
model parameters under diﬀerent network conditions. Next,
we explain the test cases and performance measurements
collected during the QoE experiments on the testbed. Lastly,
we discuss the QoE experiment results.
4.1. Testbed setup
For setting up the remote microscopy testbed, we collaborated with The Ohio State University’s Center for Accelerated
Maturation of Materials (OSU CAMM). The testbed featured
four diﬀerent network connections between the remote user
console and the GUI application PC: (i) Direct GigE (ii)
Isolated LAN (iii) Public LAN, and (iv) WAN. The Direct
GigE connection had a Cisco GigE switch connecting the
GUI application PC and the remote user console, which were
in adjacent rooms. This connection represents the setup for
avoiding users to be physically present at the microscope,
especially when human presence around a sample is undesirable as explained in Section 1. The Isolated LAN connection

was setup by including the CAMM’s Cisco Catalyst 2924
switch to the Direct GigE connection. This connection
represents remote microscopy for users in the same LAN as
the microscopes, but in diﬀerent lab rooms. The Public LAN
connection was setup by including three additional Cisco
Catalyst 2924 switches located at neighboring buildings to
the Isolated LAN connection. This connection represents
remote microscopy for users working from diﬀerent LANs
and diﬀerent lab rooms. Finally, the WAN connection was
setup as shown in Figure 5 via OSCnet between OSU CAMM
and OSC. This connection represents remote microscopy for
users at remote sites on the Internet.
The Direct GigE, Isolated LAN, and Public LAN connections were 100 Mbps switched full-duplex connections.
To know the baseline performance of the 100 Mbps WAN
connection, a number of measurements were collected over a
5-day period using the OSC-developed ActiveMon software
[19]. The measurements indicated the available bandwidth,
delay, jitter, and loss trends. Figure 6 shows the one-way
delay measurements in the path between OSC and OSU (i.e.,
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remote user to microscope) as measured by the OWAMP tool
[20] in the ActiveMon measurement toolkit. We can observe
that the one-way delay measurements are generally within
10 microseconds. Figure 7 shows the bandwidth utilization
levels (sampled once every 4 hours) at the bottleneck hops
(i.e., the border routers at OSU and OSC). We can observe
that worst-case utilization level is ≈50% and thus, in general,
there is at least about 50 Mbps available bandwidth in the
WAN path. The other routers in the WAN path are the
OSCnet routers with utilization levels <20%, typical to most
backbone routers.
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eﬀort and skill: Task-1: eucentric height adjustment—stage
movement in the Z-direction, Task-2: beam modulation—
column alignment for best image, and Task-3: focus for highresolution imaging.
During execution of the test cases, both objective
and subjective measurements were collected. The objective
measurements correspond to passive measurements of the

The test cases involved performing preassigned tasks by
actual users in remote microscopy sessions using a KVMoIP
VNC solution [12] over the diﬀerent network connections.
Raw pixel format with copy-rectangle video encoding was
used in all the test cases. The actual users (i.e., human
subjects) were classified under two groups: (i) “novice” and
(ii) “expert”, with three human subjects in each group.
The novice users performed a set of sequential tasks with
simplistic actions: Task-1: move view from one location on
the surface of sample material to another location, Task-2:
focus on high-resolution imaging, and Task-3: change the
quad-screen to a single screen and grab a high resolution
image. The expert users performed a set of sequential
tasks with advanced actions that require relatively more
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Figure 12: Image transfer rate (bout
) comparison for varying ψnet
conditions.
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control traﬃc (bin ) and video traﬃc (bout
) collected using
the popular TCPdump packet sniﬃng tool. The subjective
measurements are the user QoE measurements, which are
collected using the popular mean opinion score (MOS)
ranking technique [21]. In this technique, at the end of each
test case (i.e., remote instrumentation session task), the user
is asked to rate his/her perceived QoE (qmos ) on a subjective
scale of 1–5, with [1, 3) range being Poor grade, [3, 4) range
being Acceptable grade, and [4, 5] range being Good grade.
In addition to the MOS rankings, completion times (T) of
novice and expert sessions were also recorded.

4.3. QoE experiment results

4.3.1. Network connection and user QoE

First, we analyze the impact of network connection quality
on the user QoE MOS (i.e., qmos ) in a remote microscopy
session. Figure 8 shows the average qmos comparison between
the novice and expert users for varying ψnet conditions, with
ψnet being the highest for Direct GigE, and the lowest for
WAN. For both types of users, we can observe that the qmos
rankings decrease notably with decreasing ψnet . The qmos
equal 5 rankings of the novice and expert users while using
the direct GigE connection indicates “at-the-microscope”
QoE. Expectedly, for the other network connections, we
can see that novice rankings are relatively more liberal than
expert rankings due to the inherent intensity of the actions
involved. The qmos in the case of Isolated LAN and Public
LAN are comparable. Further, the qmos rankings for the WAN
connection are in the acceptable grade, suggesting that user
QoE in remote microscopy is highly sensitive to network
congestion.
The average time to complete a set of predetermined user
actions (i.e., session duration T) is another useful metric
that provides insight about the user QoE. Figure 9 shows
the session durations of the novice and expert for varying
ψnet conditions. For both types of users, we can observe
that the session duration T increases with the decrease in
ψnet . For instance, the session duration T more than doubles
in the Isolated and Public LAN connections in comparison
to the Direct GigE connection. In the same context, we
can see that the MOS ranking dip is higher for the expert
(from 5 to 4.17) than the novice (from 5 to 4.5). We
can generalize this observation of lesser MOS rankings for
higher session durations across the other cases of both expert
and novice users by comparing the session durations in
Figure 9 with the MOS rankings in Figure 8. The longer
session durations can be attributed to the additional eﬀort
(e.g., mouse moves/clicks, keyboard strokes, waiting for
image transfer) involved while coping with network health
fluctuations. Given that the diﬃculty level of expert user
tasks is higher than novice user tasks, we can see that MOS
ranking dip is higher in the expert user cases than the novice
user cases.
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4.3.2. Network connection and user control
Next, we characterize how the network connection quality
impacts the trends of user control behavior (i.e., bin ). Figures
10 and 11 show the instantaneous bin throughput levels
during an expert session on Direct GigE and Public LAN
connections, respectively. The throughput levels clearly show
the amount of user eﬀort required for accomplishing each of
the three tasks of the session. Another notable observation is
that user eﬀort is considerably less (bin  ≈ 60 Kbps) in the
case of the Direct GigE connection as compared to the user
eﬀort (bin  ≈ 1400 Kbps) on the Public LAN connection.
Also, the throughput trends are significantly less dense in
case of the Direct GigE connection as compared to the Public
LAN connection. Due to space constraints, we do not show
the throughputs for the WAN network connection, where the
expert user eﬀort was the most when compared to the other
connections (bin  ≈ 2000 Kbps).
We note that such an inverse relationship between the
network connection quality and user control eﬀort is a driver
for the “congestion begets more congestion” phenomenon,
where a user expends more eﬀort (i.e., mouse moves/clicks
and keyboard strokes) on poor network connections, which
cumulatively adds to the congestion already inherent in the
poor network connections. The nature of the “Unstable”
and “Breakdown” states and their transitions explained in
Section 3.2 can be attributed to the occurrence of this
particular phenomenon with diﬀerent intensity levels. The
intensity levels are based on the instantaneous network
connection quality and the impulsive user reactions to video
signal impairments such as frame freezing.
4.3.3. User behavior and video image transfers
Lastly, we analyze how a user’s control behavior and network
conditions impact the video image transfers from the

). Figure 12 shows the
microscope at the user end (i.e., bout

bout comparison between the novice and expert for varying
ψnet conditions. Cross-referring to the qmos equals 5 results
shown in Figure 8 for the direct GigE network connection,
we can observe that obtaining an “at-the-microscope” user
QoE requires end-to-end available bandwidth in excess of
30 Mbps between the user and the microscope ends.
However, it is important to note that the average image
transfer rates in remote microscopy can vary based on the
microscope functions and user activity. Thus, they may not
always be in the range of 30 Mbps. The reason for the
high bandwidth consumption in our experiments can be
attributed to the KVMoIP solution nature, and activity level
in the experiments that had the quad-video panel images in
the GUI application shown in Figure 2(a). Such a nature of
video may not be present in every user session. For example,
there may be sessions whose activity level may be similar to
that of Figure 2(b), where the user is mainly plotting graphs,
editing parameters while analyzing a sample. For such a
session, the end-to-end available bandwidth requirement to
achieve “at-the-microscope” user QoE will be considerably
less.
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5.

REMOTE INSTRUMENTATION
COLLABORATION ENVIRONMENT (RICE)

In this section, we describe the Remote Instrumentation
Collaboration Environment (RICE) software application we
have developed. The RICE design leverages our user and
network interplay studies to eﬀectively support the remote
observation and operation use-cases for instructors and
researchers to train students and/or conduct research from
remote locations on the Internet. RICE is based on the UltraVNC solution [10] but has several enhancements targeted
for network-aware and collaborative remote instrumentation

sessions that are reliable and eﬃcient. The enhancements
allow tuning of image feeds based on last-mile network
bandwidth, and limit the provision of excessive control given
by oﬀ-the-shelf VNC solutions during network congestion
periods. Also, the enhancements provide collaboration tools
(VoIP, chat, presence, control-lock passing) to orchestrate
instrument-control amongst multiple remote users during
remote operation of expensive and potentially dangerous
instruments. Note that the network-aware control blocking
and collaboration tools in RICE are features not available in
oﬀ-the-shelf VNC solutions. The modular software design
used in RICE permits customization to cater to unique
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Figure 15: Increased remote dual-screen resolution with RICE.

considerations and requirements of a variety of users and
instruments. Thus, RICE is a self-contained collaboration
environment for multiple users to reliably and eﬃciently
participate in remote instrumentation sessions.
Figure 13 shows the main functionality of RICE in an
active session during remote operation of a Renishaw Raman
Spectroscope deployed at the Department of Chemistry,
The Ohio State University. The “video quality adjustment
slider” is used by a RICE client user to manually adjust
frame rates and video encoding rates based on the lastmile network bandwidth between the remote user site and
instrument lab. A “network health monitor” shows real-time
network health in terms of average round-trip delay (RTT)
and loss. A traﬃc light indicates the network health grade
as Good (green), Acceptable (amber), and Poor (red). The
Good grade corresponds to RTT values in the range [0–
150) milliseconds and loss values in the range [0–0.5)%;
Acceptable grade corresponds to RTT values in the range
(150–300) milliseconds and loss values in the range (0.5–
1.5)%; Poor grade corresponds to RTT values in the range
(>300] milliseconds and loss values in the range (>1.5]%.
Such grade levels of RTT and loss have been obtained by
studies such as [22, 23] that have conducted empirical experiments on the Internet for real-time multimedia applications.
The network health monitoring in RICE is coupled with
network performance anomaly detection using a “plateaudetector algorithm” that warns and blocks user’s controlactions during impending and extreme network congestion
periods, respectively. The control blocking is essential in
spite of the fact that “limit switches” in some well-designed
instruments mitigate damage due to user error. This is
because it is practically infeasible to take into account all
the possible user error cases when designing limit switches.
The control status in RICE can be either “open”, “warning”,
or “blocked” depending on the network congestion levels.
Details of the network health monitoring coupled with
the plateau-detector algorithm implementation in RICE are
described in Section 5.1.
RICE is designed to allow multiple remote users to
simultaneously connect using RICE clients to the instrument
console, which runs an instance of the RICE server. In a

multiuser remote instrumentation session, RICE provides
VoIP and chat functionality for collaboration as shown in
Figure 13. The VoIP functionality is supported via the opensource OpenMCU software [24] that is integrated within
RICE. The chat is supported by a custom chat application
integrated within RICE that features colored text that can
distinguish messages of the local user from the remote users.
The names and roles of the multiple-users connected in a
session are displayed and updated in real-time via a presence
functionality. The roles correspond to the “administrator,”
“viewer,” or “controller” (i.e., the users who possess the
instrument control-lock, and the users who are observers).
By default, the administrator always has control privileges,
and he/she has the ability to pass another session controllock to any one of the remote users. Once a remote user has a
control-lock, he/she in turn can directly pass that controllock in a session to any other remote user via the RICE
client interface, without intervention of the administrator.
All of the above multiuser collaboration tools of VoIP, chat,
presence, and control-lock passing that are provided in RICE
have been implemented using a “session-signaling protocol”,
whose details are described in Section 5.2.
RICE has a feature for simultaneously connecting to and
transparently switching between two PCs for accomplishing
inspection and analysis tasks of a remote instrumentation
session. For example, in remote microscopy, a remote
user will want to simultaneously connect and switch views
between two PCs. One PC corresponds to the electron
microscope console and the other PC corresponds to
an energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis PC. As
another example, in remote telescopy, a remote user will
want to simultaneously connect to a PC that shows the focalplane instrument controls and another PC that is performing
environment monitoring.
Further, we also developed a feature in RICE for handling
remote dual-screen resolution. This feature allows a remote
user to mimic an extended desktop setup with dual-monitors
at the instrument computer. The extended desktop provides
additional real-estate for users to run multiple application
programs simultaneously. The openly-available UltraVNC
distribution does not support dual-screen resolution at the
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remote VNC client as shown in Figure 14. We developed
a software patch for the UltraVNC in RICE that increases
the display resolution geometry to successfully render the
dual-screen resolution at the remote VNC client as shown
in Figure 15.
In the following subsections, we first describe the
plateau-detector algorithm implementation and its integration in network health monitoring in RICE. Thereafter, we
describe the session signaling protocol implementation to
provide the collaboration tools functionality in RICE.
5.1. Network health monitoring
We use the popular Ping tool to monitor the network
health in a RICE session in terms of average RTT and loss
measurements. These RTT and loss metrics are useful to
assess the impact of network health on the image transfer
performance and interaction responsiveness as perceived by
the user. Using RTT and loss measurements of Ping can
generally indicate network congestion scenarios in most
cases. However, it is possible in some cases that Ping’s RTT
measurements could misrepresent the network health status.
For example, some routers are configured to handle Ping’s
ICMP packets diﬀerently to mitigate denial of service (DoS)

attacks. In such cases, the RTT measurements might indicate
higher values than actual, which can be construed as due
to network congestion. Although there are several other
sophisticated network measurement tools such as Iperf [25]
and Pathchar [26] that can accurately measure available/perhop bandwidth, they are not suitable for online networkaware adaptation in RICE. The reason is that these tools
consume significant amounts of network bandwidth and
CPU resources, and thus interfere with the RICE application
performance. Besides, these sophisticated network measurement tools have been designed to be primarily used on
network backbones for troubleshooting purposes rather than
adaptation purposes in actual applications.
Our sampling rate of RTT and loss between the RICE
client and server is periodic with a period of 6 seconds
between consecutive samples. Each sample uses the default
Ping settings (i.e., four ICMP packets each with packet size
of 32 bytes). This results in time-series of instantaneous
measurements of RTT and loss. We use xt to denote an
instantaneous measurement of RTT or loss that is input to
a plateau-detector algorithm that detects network performance anomalies in real time. The purpose of the plateaudetector algorithm is to minimize the false-positive and falsenegative anomaly alerts or triggers that arise if a naive meanbased method is used. A false-positive trigger is one that gets
reported when there is no actual anomaly, whereas a falsenegative trigger is one that does not get reported when in
fact there is an actual anomaly. Two instances of plateaudetector algorithm run in-band in every RICE session, one to
detect RTT anomalies, and the other to detect loss anomalies.
The overall network health grade g and control status c are
determined using an OR function of the two plateau-detector
algorithm instance outputs.
Our plateau-detector algorithm implementation is similar to the basic implementations found in [27, 28] that
are used for routine network monitoring. However, our
implementation has several modifications to suit the time
scales and user reaction times during network congestion
periods in RICE sessions. In the mean-based method, the
network health norm is determined by calculating the mean
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μ and comparing it with the standard deviation σ for a set of
xt values sampled most recently into a summary buﬀer. The
number of samples in the summary buﬀer is user-defined
and is specified using a summary window count swc. In
comparison to the mean-based method, the plateau-detector
requires two additional user-defined inputs called trigger
duration td and sensitivity s. The trigger duration td specifies
the duration of the anomaly before a trigger is signaled. Thus,
the smaller the td, the faster a trigger will be signaled in
the event of an anomaly. However, the td must be chosen
to be large enough such that the transient spikes or bursts
(i.e., noise events in network health are not signaled). The
sensitivity s specifies the magnitude of the change for it to be
considered as an anomaly. The choice of the s again requires
consideration of the tradeoﬀs (i.e., a small s results in triggers
for slight variations in network performance magnitudes,
whereas a large s could overlook actual anomalies that should
be detected).
Given our network health sampling rate of 6 seconds in
RICE, we choose the swc to be equal to 20 so that anomalies
can start getting detected within 2 minutes of initiation of a
RICE session. In accordance with the td and s values selection
in [27, 28], we choose td to be approximately 1/3rd swc (i.e.,
7), and s value is chosen to be equal to 2. In this context, we
remark that we have validated our selection of s = 2 using
extensive simulations on synthetic and actual network health
time series. The validation results are beyond the scope of this
paper. Our general observation has been that values of s in
the range of 2 produce the least number of false triggers (sum
of false positives and false negatives), for a wide selection of
swc and td values.
Figure 16 shows the diﬀerent components of our plateaudetector algorithm implementation. The values of xt are
first input to a “checker” which compares whether the most
recent xt value lies within the upper and lower thresholds of
the (i) summary buﬀer sumbuﬀ (i.e., TSU and TSL ) or (ii)
quaratine buﬀer qbuﬀ (i.e., TQU and TQL ). These thresholds

are illustrated in Figure 17 and are calculated using mean μ
and standard deviation σ of the summary window as follows:
TSU = μ + s ∗ σ,
TQU = μ + 2 ∗ s ∗ σ,
TSL = μ − s ∗ σ,
TQL = μ − 2 ∗ s ∗ σ.

(8)

If xt values lie within these thresholds, the plateaudetector will be in the no event (NE) state shown in
Figure 18. In this state, xt values are put into the sumbuﬀ.
If xt values go below TQL or exceed TQU , they are put into
the quarantine buﬀer qbuﬀ. Similarly, if xt values cross TSL
and TSU , they are put into the sample buﬀer sampbuﬀ. If xt
is put into either qbuﬀ or sampbuﬀ, trigger count trig cnt
is incremented. Whereas, if xt is put into sumbuﬀ, trig cnt
is decremented as long as trig cnt is nonzero. If trig cnt
exceeds 0.75∗ td due to increasing number of xt values going
into qbuﬀ or sampbuﬀ, then the plateau-detector enters
into an event impending (EI) state. If the trig cnt drops
below 0.75∗ td, then the plateau-detector returns to NE state.
Otherwise, the plateau-detector stays in the EI state until
trig cnt equals td, after which it enters into an event detected
(ED) state. Figure 17 shows an event detection occuring after
xt crosses the thresholds for the td of 7 samples. At this point,
the trig cnt is reset, and a timer is turned ON. The plateaudetector now goes into a trigger elevated (TE) state, where
the upper and lower thresholds are calculated as follows:

TSU

TQU

TSL

TQL

 
= 1.2 ∗ max xt
 
= 1.4 ∗ max xt
 
= 0.8 ∗ max xt
 
= 0.6 ∗ max xt

in
in
in
in

trigbuﬀ,
trigbuﬀ,
trigbuﬀ,
trigbuﬀ.

(9)

Until the timer equals swc, the elevated thresholds are
used for comparing xt . The reason for the trigger elevation
is to avoid reporting of repeated triggers for the already
detected anomaly. It is relevant to note that the plateaudetector can transition from TE state to EI state if another
anomaly occurs due to xt crossing the elevated thresholds.
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(1) Input: summary window count (swc), sensitivity (s), trigger duration (td), instantaneous measurement (xt )
(2) Output: mean μ, network health grade g, control status c
(3) begin procedure
(4) repeat
(5) for each new xt do
(6)
g = No Event; c = Allow Control
(7)
Calculate mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of summary window buﬀer (sumbuﬀ )
(8)
if (timer == 0 / ∗ NE state ∗ /) then
(9)
Calculate upper (TSU , TQU ) and lower (TSL , TQL ) thresholds using μ and σ of sumbuﬀ and s
(10)
else
(11)
/ ∗ TE state ∗ / Calculate upper (TSU , TQU ) and lower (TSL , TQL ) elevated thresholds using trigbuﬀ
(12)
end if
(13)
/ ∗ Compare xt with the thresholds and assign xt to appropriate buﬀer ∗ /
(14)
if (TQL > xt or xt > TQU ) then
(15)
Put xt into quarantine buﬀer qbuﬀ ; Increment trig cnt
(16)
end if
(17)
if (TSL > xt or xt > TSU ) then
(18)
Put xt into sample buﬀer sampbuﬀ ; Increment trig cnt
(19)
end if
(20)
/ ∗ Report anomaly event types ∗ /
(21)
if (trig cnt > td) then
(22)
event t y pe = Event Detected; Copy sampbuﬀ and qbuﬀ to sumbuﬀ ; Reset trig cnt
(23)
else if (trig cnt > 0.75∗ td) then
(24)
event t y pe = Event Impending
(25)
else
(26)
event t y pe = No Event
(27)
end if
(28)
/ ∗ Update the buﬀers with latest network health norm ∗ /
(29)
if (trig cnt == 0 and trigbuﬀ not empty) then
(30)
Copy sampbuﬀ to sumbuﬀ ; Empty qbuﬀ
(31)
end if
(32)
/ ∗ Report μ of sumbuﬀ, g and c∗ /
(33)
if (magnitude of xt in Good grade level) then
(34)
return μ, g = Good, c = open
(35)
else if (magnitude of xt in Acceptable grade level) then
(36)
return μ, g = Acceptable, c = open
(37)
else if (magnitude of xt in Poor grade level) then
(38)
if (event t y pe == Event Detected) then
(39)
return μ, g = Poor, c = Block Control
(40)
end if
(41)
if (event t y pe == Event Impending) then
(42)
return μ, g = Poor, c = Warn Control
(43)
end if
(44)
end if
(45) end for
(46) until end of RICE session
(47) end procedure
Algorithm 1: Plateau-detector algorithm implementation in RICE.

Once timer equals swc, and xt does not cross the elevated
thresholds, the plateau-detector returns to the NE state.
From Figure 16, we can see that the “solver” tracks the
plateau-detector state transitions and outputs the No Event,
Event Impending, and Event Detected signals to the “grade
notifier”. If the network health grade is determined to be
Poor as described in the RICE overview portion in Section 5,
an “event notifier” is invoked to either warn the user of
impending network congestion or to block any user control
actions if a network congestion event is detected.

The implementation of the above plateau-detector algorithm in RICE can be formally described as shown in
Algorithm 1 listing.
5.2.

Collaboration tools

Herein, we describe the session signaling protocol we
developed to provide the collaboration tools functionality
in RICE. The protocol involves exchanging TCP-based
messages on port 6000 between the RICE clients of the
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remote users and the RICE server at the instrument console.
Figures 19(a) and 19(b) show the start session and end
session messages, respectively, for a RICE session involving
two remote users. To start a session, a RICE client sends a
START REQ message to the RICE server. If a RICE server
accepts the connection, it sends a START ACK message back
to the RICE client. Similarly, if a RICE client wants to
terminate a session, it sends an END REQ message to the
RICE server, which in turn sends an END ACK message to
the RICE client. The UPDATE LIST message maintains the
latest presence information of all the users. It is event-driven
and is sent from the RICE server to each of the RICE clients

whenever there is a change of status in the RICE clients (i.e.,
whenever RICE clients join/leave the session, and whenever
RICE clients switch between “viewer” and “controller” roles).
Figure 20 shows the diﬀerent messages exchanged during
a session when the collaboration tools are being used by
the remote users. For the control-lock passing, we require
the instrument administrator to initially pass the controllock to any remote user. For this, the PASS LOCK message
is used. As we noted earlier, the instrument administrator
always has a copy of the control-lock, and can retrieve the
other control-lock from a remote user at any time. For the
control-lock retrieval, the GET LOCK message is used. Once
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Table 1: List of RICE’s session signaling protocol messages.

Message name
START REQ
START ACK
UPDATE LIST
PASS LOCK
PASS LOCK HOST
GET LOCK
CHAT TEXT
UPDATE CHAT TEXT
CHECK CONNECTION
END REQ
END ACK

Purpose
Sent from RICE client to RICE server to request a
connection establishment
Sent from RICE server to RICE client to accept a
connection request
Sent from RICE server to all connected RICE
clients to update changes in user names/status
Sent from RICE server to a RICE client to grant
instrument control privileges
Sent from a RICE client to RICE server to pass
control privileges to another RICE client
Sent from RICE server to a RICE client to revoke
instrument control privileges
Sent from a RICE client to RICE server to send a
chat text message to other connected RICE clients
Sent from RICE server to all connected RICE
clients to relay a new chat text message
Sent from RICE server to all connected RICE
clients to check connection validity
Sent from RICE client or RICE server to
terminate a connection
Sent from RICE client or RICE server to
acknowledge termination of a connection

a control-lock is given to a remote user, we also support
the direct control-lock passing to another remote user,
without the intervention of the instrument administrator.
For this, the RICE client that has the control-lock sends
a PASS LOCK HOST to the RICE server, which in turn
sends a PASS LOCK to the appropriate RICE client instantly.
A similar relaying of chat text between remote users is
performed by the RICE server. Here, the chat text from a
RICE client is sent to the RICE server using the CHAT TEXT
message, which in turn sends an UPDATE CHAT TEXT
message to all the other RICE clients. We remark that the
relaying of VoIP traﬃc between the RICE clients is handled
by the OpenMCU software using the standard ITU-T H.323
signaling protocols.
In case of any exception conditions, we use a time-out
period of 10 seconds. Exception conditions correspond to
cases where the RICE server is not running/accessible, or if
one or more RICE clients are disconnected due to a network
partition during an active session. To detect the latter case,
CHECK CONNECTION messages are sent every 10 seconds
from the RICE server to each of the RICE clients. Table 1
summarizes the purpose and format of the various session
signaling protocol messages in RICE.
5.3. Applications for research and training
In this section, we describe a few applications of RICE
to foster research and training activities involving remote
instrumentation. In the context of research, RICE allows
multiple experts to jointly collaborate in investigations of
samples loaded in scientific instruments. Each of the remote
experts can use the quality adjustment slider to easily

Format
START REQ, USER NAME, HOST IP
START ACK, ADMIN NAME
UPDATE LIST, USERS STATUS[][]
PASS LOCK
PASS LOCK, HOST IP
GET LOCK
CHAT TEXT, TEXT INFO
UPDATE CHAT TEXT, TEXT INFO
CHECK CONNECTION
END REQ
END ACK

configure the appropriate frame rates of the image feeds from
the instrument to match their respective last-mile network
links. During a remote instrumentation session, the selfcontained collaboration tools such as VoIP and chat in RICE
enable the experts to eﬃciently communicate with each
other. The control-lock passing feature ensures that there are
no conflicts in remote operation of the instrument amongst
the experts. Using RICE, each expert after completing
his/her set of tasks on the instrument can instantly transfer
the instrument-control to any other expert who wants to
perform another set of tasks on the instrument. Both the
control-lock passing and network health monitoring in RICE
prevent inadvertent damages to the instrument by the remote
users.
In the context of training, all of the above benefits of
RICE mentioned for research are equally applicable, except
the roles of remote users which are diﬀerent. A number
of students can use RICE to join and participate in a
remote instrumentation session that is controlled by an
instructor, who also could be remote using RICE. After
the training session, the instructor can assign time-slots
on the instrument for the students to complete their lab
assignments. During the beginning and end of the lab timeslots of the students, the local instrument administrator can
pass and retrieve the control-lock amongst the students,
respectively.
RICE can be customized for integrating remote instrumentation with scientific web-portals that help in organization and archival of images and datasets acquired
from instruments. Specifically, web-services and middleware
defined in works such as [9, 29] can be implemented
within RICE to automatically upload images and datasets
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to the web-portal storage along with basic metadata such
as instrument type and date and time stamps. Remote users
can then login to the web-portal using their RICE account
credentials and supply additional tags and annotations to
their respective image and datasets for search and archival
functions. If necessary, the users can even submit batch
jobs of image processing filters or data analytics to compute
clusters via the same web-portal interface. Thus, RICE can be
an essential component in cyberinfrastructure deployments
that aim at integrating instruments with networking, computing and storage resources for catering to the research and
training needs of scientific user-communities.

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we modeled and characterized the complex
interplay between the user control behavior and video
image transfer performance in remote instrumentation sessions. Our remote instrumentation session model borrowed
demand and supply terminology from traditional economics
and identified the various system states (Idle, Stable, Unstable, Breakdown, and Recovery) and their transition conditions. The transition conditions were found to be primarily
driven by time-varying user behavior and connection quality
of the network path between the user and the instrument.
Analyzing subjective and objective measurements of remote
microscopy sessions involving actual users on LAN and
WAN network paths, we found that (a) user QoE is highly
sensitive to network health fluctuations caused by network
congestion, (b) network health impacts both the user’s
control traﬃc throughput and microscope’s video image
transfer rates, and network congestion can hamper user
productivity and cause the system to enter into unproductive
states (i.e., Unstable and Breakdown states), and (c) the realtime control and video image transfer traﬃc is extremely
bandwidth intensive for achieving “at-the-microscope” QoE.
Thus, we demonstrated that remote instrumentation is a
demanding network-based immersive multimedia application and is comparable to other applications of its class such
as online-gaming, and high-definition videoconferencing.
We also described our RICE software functionalities that
leverage our user and network interplay studies to cope with
network bottlenecks, and cater to the requirements of remote
observation and remote operation use-cases. In particular,
we described in detail two main RICE functionalities that
facilitated reliable and eﬃcient remote instrumentation.
The first functionality corresponded to the network health
monitoring coupled with network performance anomaly
detection using a “plateau-detector algorithm” that warns
and blocks user’s control-actions during network congestion periods. The second functionality corresponded to
the “session-signaling protocol” we developed to enable
multiuser collaboration in RICE using VoIP, chat, presence,
and control-lock passing. Finally, we presented potential
applications of RICE for research and training purposes that
require remote instrumentation capabilities.
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